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ABSTRACT

T

wo clinical cases in which Portland cement (PC) was applied as a medicament after pulpotomy of mandibular primary molars in
children are presented. Pulpotomy using PC was carried out in two mandibular first molars and one mandibular second molar,
which were further followed-up. At the 3, 6 and 12-month follow-up appointments, clinical and radiographic examinations of the
pulpotomized teeth and their periradicular area revealed that the treatments were successful in maintaining the teeth asymptomatic
and preserving pulpal vitality. Additionally, the formation of a dentin bridge immediately below the PC could be observed in the
three molars treated. PC may be considered as an effective alternative for primary molar pulpotomies, at least in a short-term period.
Randomized clinical trials with human teeth are required in order to determine the suitability of PC before unlimited clinical use can
be recommended.
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INTRODUCTION
Pulpotomy is the most widely accepted clinical
procedure for treating primary teeth with inflammation of
the coronal pulp caused by caries with no involvement of
the radicular pulp. This technique consists of removing the
coronal pulp and healing the radicular pulp with a
medicament. The purpose is to remove the bacterial infection
leaving the treated tooth asymptomatic until its
exfoliation13,24.
Medicaments applied to radicular pulp tissue after
pulpotomy have included formocresol1,13, ferric sulphate13,
calcium hydroxide 30, and mineral trioxide aggregate
(MTA)1,2,4,12,22,23,28. Recently, great interest has been focused
on the evolution of Portland cement (PC) as an alternative
to MTA, and several studies have compared both materials3,
6,8,9,11,15-17,31
.
PC differs from MTA by the absence of bismuth
ions 5,11,18,26 and the presence of potassium ions25. Both
materials have comparable antibacterial activity11 and almost
identical properties macroscopically, microscopically and
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by X-ray diffraction analysis16,26,31. It has also been shown
that PC and MTA have similar effect on pulpal cells when
used for direct pulp capping in rat teeth31. Holland, et al.16
studied the rat subcutaneous connective tissue response to
implanted dentin tubes filled with MTA, PC and calcium
hydroxide and found very similar mechanisms of action. In
addition, both MTA and PC allowed for dentin bridge
formation after pulpotomy was performed in dogs15. Finally,
Min, et al.21 observed that PC allowed the expression of
mRNAs of a dentin-specific protein and a noncollagenous
protein involved in mineralization in cultured human pulp
cells.
Taking into account the low cost and apparently similar
properties of PC in comparison to MTA, it is reasonable to
consider PC as a possible substitute for MTA in endodontic
applications9,10,20,25,31. Therefore, this paper presents two
clinical cases in which PC was applied as a medicament
after pulpotomy of mandibular primary molars in children.
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FIGURE 1A- Preoperative periapical radiograph of the
mandibular right primary first molar of a 7-year old boy, which
presented an extensive caries lesion, more than two thirds
of root length and no signs of periapical lesion

FIGURE 2A- Preoperative periapical radiograph of the
mandibular left primary molars of a 6-year old girl, which
presented extensive caries lesions, two thirds or more of
root length, and no signs of periapical lesion. Agenesis of
the mandibular left permanent second premolar was
observed

FIGURE 1B- 3-month follow-up periapical radiograph
suggesting the initial formation of a dentin bridge
immediately below the Portland cement in the mesial root
(arrow) and absence of periapical lesion in the pulpotomized
mandibular right primary first molar

FIGURE 2B- 3-month follow-up periapical radiograph
suggesting the initial formation of a dentin bridge
immediately below the Portland cement in the distal root
(arrow) of the pulpotomized mandibular left second molar
and absence of periapical lesion in both pulpotomized
mandibular left primary molars

FIGURE 1C- 6-month follow-up periapical radiograph
suggesting the presence of the dentin bridge immediately
below the Portland cement in the mesial root (arrow) of the
pulpotomized mandibular right primary first molar

FIGURE 2C- 6-month follow-up periapical radiograph
suggesting the presence of the dentin bridge immediately
the Portland cement in the distal root (arrow) of the
pulpotomized mandibular left second molar

FIGURE 1D- 12-month follow-up periapical radiograph
suggesting the presence of the dentin bridge immediately
below the Portland cement in the mesial root (arrow) of the
pulpotomized mandibular right primary first molar

FIGURE 2D- 12-month follow-up periapical radiograph
suggesting the initial radicular pulp obliteration of the
mandibular right primary first molar
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CASE REPORTS

DISCUSSION

A 7-year old boy and a 6-year old girl were referred to
our institution with a request for dental care because of the
presence of caries lesion. They had no systemic pathology or
known allergies to latex, topical or local anesthetics or to the
compounds from which PC is made. The following findings
were observed in mandibular primary molars: need for a
pulpotomy treatment due to caries; no previous treatment; no
signs of radicular pulp degeneration (abscesses of associated
fistulous tracts); no radiographic signs of furcation
involvement, internal or external pathological root resorption,
or pathological thickening of the periodontal membrane; no
increased mobility; two thirds or more of root length and
possibility of restoration using resin modified glass ionomer
cement19 (Figures 1a and 2a).
The pulpotomy procedure using PC was carried out on
two mandibular first molars and one mandibular second molar.
Although one could consider a risk the use PC in humans, it
is worth mentioning that its use was assessed by Brazilian
Health Ministry and further approved by the Research Ethics
Committee of the Bauru School of Dentistry, University of
São Paulo (Protocol # 34/2005), thus validating the execution
of the present clinical cases in human primary teeth.
In both cases, rubber dam isolation was used. Under local
anesthesia, the teeth were excavated using handpiece with a
bud bur. The opening of the pulp chambers was conducted
with carbide bur, followed by irrigation with saline solution.
The coronal pulp tissues were removed manually with an
excavator. Drying and controlled bleeding of the remaining
pulp tissues were obtained using slight pressure with a sterile
cotton pellet, and then PC (Votorantim-Cimentos, São Paulo,
SP, Brazil) was used. 0.16 g of PC was previously sterilized
with ethylene oxide, mixed with sterile water to produce a
homogenous paste and applied into the pulp chambers with a
spatula. A layer of reinforced zinc oxide-eugenol (IRM®;
Dentsply Ind. e Com. Ltda, Petrópolis, RJ, Brazil) was placed
prior to restoration with resin modified glass ionomer cement
(Vitremer®, 3M/ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA). Immediate
postoperative radiographs were taken.
Periodic follow-up examinations were carried out 3
(Figures 1b and 2b), 6 (Figures 1c and 2c) and 12 months
(Figures 1d and 2d) after the end of the treatment. Each checkup involved a clinical and radiographic examination of the
pulpotomized teeth and their periradicular area, revealing that
the treatments were successful in maintaining the teeth
asymptomatic and preserving pulpal vitality. Additionally, the
radiographic examinations revealed formation of a bridge,
presumably dentin, immediately below the PC in the three
molars treated.
The patients will be monitored quarterly in order to followup the pulpotomized molars and the eruption of all permanent
teeth.

Several studies have reported excellent results when using
MTA in endodontic treatments1,2,12, 19,20,22,23,28,29. The factor
responsible for the beneficial effects in MTA is also found in
PC27. This has resulted in a significant body of research that
shows that PC appears to be a useful substitute for
MTA9,10,20,25,27,31. However, only four studies reported the use
of PC in conservative pulp therapy with considerable success
in rats31 and dogs15,17,20. In humans, there is only one work
showing the use of PC in order to create an apical plug in the
root of an immature tooth7. To the best of our knowledge, the
case reports presented here is the first to describe the use of
PC as a medicament after pulpotomy in human primary teeth.
After 3-month follow-up, a hard tissue barrier could be
observed immediately below the PC, which was confirmed
at the 6-month follow-up appointment. The ability of this
material to induce the formation of a dentin bridge may be
due to its mechanisms of action. PC has calcium oxide that
forms calcium hydroxide when mixed with water. The reaction
of the calcium from calcium hydroxide with the carbon dioxide
from the pulp tissue produces calcite crystals. Then, a rich
extracellular network of fibronectin in close contact with these
crystals can be observed, strongly supporting the role of calcite
crystals and fibronectin as an initiating step in the formation
of a hard tissue barrier15. Moreover, PC has an excellent
sealing ability and fast setting, thus preventing the diffusion
of the material into the tissues, and reducing microleakage
during the pulp healing period20.
Danesh, et al.6 showed that MTA displayed superior
material properties than PC, which was significantly more
soluble, reached lower microhardness values and was less
radiopaque. The lack of radiopacity in pure PC is due to the
absence of bismuth, a chemically inert radiopacifier, in its
composition5. However, this feature does not compromise the
execution of pulpotomy procedures with PC and their followup assessments, which is untrue when this material is used
for root-end fillings. In these situations, a radiopacifier is
necessary to enable the peri- and postoperative assessment
of the cement placement reaching the end of the root.
A major concern regarding the use of water-based cements
is the amount of leachable arsenic and lead present in the
material. Arsenic and lead are impurities of limestone that is
used in the manufacture of PC17. Duarte, et al.10 showed that
the concentration of arsenic is low in PC and closely similar
to that present in MTA, demonstrating no contraindication of
the use of that material in clinical practice concerning the
presence of this chemical element. However, no study has
compared the lead content in these cements17.
In the cases presented here, the use of a stainless steel
crown to restore the teeth was considered. Even though, a
provisional and faster restoration with glass ionomer cement
was chosen. Glass ionomer cement has good sealing properties
and it is easy to handle14,22. Adhesion properties of this material
impart adequate retention even if mechanical undercuts are
absent. Coverage of exposed dentin and sharp margins with
glass ionomer cement to provide patient comfort is
accomplished with minimal chair time14,22. It is important that
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the absence of evidence for glass ionomer cement should not
be misinterpreted as evidence for its lack of efficacy.
The present cases revealed that PC may be considered as
an effective and economic alternative medicament to
formocresol and mineral trioxide aggregate for primary molar
pulpotomies since the treated teeth were retained
asymptomatic in the oral cavity and dentin barriers could be
observed immediately below the material. Although our results
are very encouraging, randomized clinical trials with human
teeth need to be conducted in order to determine the suitability
of PC before unlimited clinical use can be recommended.

14 - Hewlett ER, Mount GJ. Glass ionomers in contemporary restorative
dentistry – a clinical update. J Calif Dent Assoc. 2003;31:483-92.
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